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ABSTRACT
Land surface water and energy fluxes from the ensemble mean of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP) simulations of a Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) high-resolution climate
model (AM2.5) were evaluated using offline simulations of a calibrated land surface model [Princeton Global
Forcing (PGF)/VIC] and intercompared with three reanalysis datasets: MERRA-Land, ERA-Interim/Land,
and CFSR. Using PGF/VIC as the reference, the AM2.5 precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff
showed a global positive bias of ;0.44, ;0.27, and ;0.15 mm day21, respectively. For the energy budget,
while the AM2.5 net radiation agreed very well with the PGF/VIC, the AM2.5 improperly partitioned the net
radiation, with the latent heat showing positive bias and sensible heat showing negative bias. The AM2.5 net
radiation, latent heat, and sensible heat relative to the PGF/VIC had a global negative bias of ;1.42 W m22,
positive bias of ;7.8 W m22, and negative bias of ;8.7 W m22, respectively. The three reanalyses show
greater biases in net radiation, likely due to the deficiencies in cloud parameterizations. At a regional scale,
the biases of the AM2.5 water and energy budget components are mostly comparable to the three reanalyses
and PGF/VIC. While the AM2.5 well simulated the actual values of water and energy fluxes, the temporal
anomaly correlations of the three reanalyses with PGF/VIC were mostly greater than the AM2.5, partly due
to the ensemble mean of the AM2.5 members averaging out the intrinsic variability of the land surface
fluxes. The discrepancies among land surface model simulations, reanalyses, and high-resolution climate
model simulations demonstrate the challenges in estimating and evaluating land surface hydrologic fluxes at
regional-to-global scales.

1. Introduction
A primary goal of the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP) Global Energy and Water Exchanges
(GEWEX) project is to improve coupled model predictions
through evaluation of climate models’ water and energy
budgets using regional-to-continental datasets. The quality
of a climate model simulation, including land surface hydrologic fluxes, depends upon how the physical processes
are represented, how accurately the model parameterizations are characterized, and the availability and quality of
forcing data. The Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP) provides a community-based framework
for climate model diagnosis, validation, intercomparison,
documentation, and data access. However, few studies have
Corresponding author: Di Tian, tiandi@auburn.edu

been conducted to characterize systematic errors in land
surface hydrology fluxes present in any AMIP experiment.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geophysical Fluid Dynamic Laboratory
(GFDL) Atmospheric Model (AM2.5) AMIP simulations were developed by coupling land and atmospheric
components of the CM2.5 model (Delworth et al. 2012)
with forcing from observation-based sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice. Assessing AM2.5 AMIP
simulations for land surface water and energy budgets
will be helpful for identifying model deficiencies, which
is necessary for further improvement of AM2.5 simulations. In addition, the simulations of the AM2.5 were
used as initial conditions for a Forecast-Oriented Low
Ocean Resolution version (FLOR) of the GFDL model.
The GFDL FLOR was regarded as the first highresolution climate model used for operational seasonal
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forecasting in the United States (Jia et al. 2015). Since
climate model predictions are largely affected by the
accuracy of initial atmospheric and land states (e.g.,
Materia et al. 2014; Jia et al. 2016), quantifying errors in
the water and energy budgets from initial states of climate forecast models is necessary for improving the
predictive skill from daily to seasonal time scales.
Global meteorological reanalysis datasets are produced by assimilating in situ and satellite-based observations into the forecast model. Reanalysis data
provides multiple climate variables with complete and
coherent spatial coverage over the globe, which have
been increasingly used as a surrogate for observations,
particularly over data-sparse regions. There are several
recent reanalysis datasets developed by major climate
centers, such as the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR; Saha et al. 2010), NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Application (MERRA;
Rienecker et al. 2011), and European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis
(ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011). Among the reanalyses,
improved sets of land surface hydrological fields are generated by rerunning a revised version of the land component of the MERRA system (MERRA-Land; Rienecker
et al. 2011) and the ERA-Interim system (ERA-Interim/
Land, here shortened to ERA-I/Land; Balsamo et al.
2015). The MERRA-Land and ERA-I/Land datasets
appeared more accurate than their original reanalyses,
and both are recommended for land surface hydrological
studies (Reichle et al. 2011).
Many studies have focused on assessing land surface
water and energy budget components of atmospheric
models and reanalyses at large basin scales, such as
the Amazon, Mackenzie, and Mississippi (e.g., Betts
et al. 2009; Fernandes et al. 2008; Szeto 2007; Yang
et al. 2015). However, few studies evaluate them at
continental-to-global scales. The Princeton Global
Forcing (PGF) data (Sheffield et al. 2006) as well as
the well-calibrated Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
model simulations forced by the PGF (PGF/VIC;
Sheffield and Wood 2007; Pan et al. 2012) provide reliable information about climatology and the variability
of global water and energy budgets. In a previous study,
we assessed the AM2.5 land surface water and energy
budgets using the PGF/VIC at the river basin scale over
Africa (Tian et al. 2016). The results show that, over
African river basins, the AM2.5 mostly overestimates
precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff relative to
PGF/VIC and reanalyses; for the energy budget, the
AM2.5 shows consistent solar radiation but lower sensible heat and a higher latent heat relative to the other
datasets. While this basin-scale assessment provides
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important information on how well the AM2.5 can
simulate surface water and energy budgets in Africa, its
land surface hydrology simulations in the other regions
of the world have not been evaluated yet. In this paper,
we further examine how well the AM2.5 land surface
water and energy budget variables over land agree with
the PGF/VIC data relative to MERRA-Land, ERA-I/
Land, and CFSR reanalysis datasets over the globe. This
assessment will be helpful for diagnosing the AM2.5
deficiencies and providing useful information for improving land surface hydrology simulations.

2. Data and methods
a. GFDL AM2.5 simulations
The AMIP simulations of the GFDL AM2.5 have
been archived from 1981 to 2010. This model coupled
land and atmospheric components of the CM2.5 model
(Delworth et al. 2012) and was forced by observationbased SST and sea ice. The AM2.5 AMIP simulations
archived 12-member ensembles of monthly mean daily
variables at a spatial resolution of 0.58 3 0.58 (approximately 50 km 3 50 km) across the globe. To capture the
average large-scale seasonal and regional features of
land surface hydrologic fluxes, the 12-member ensembles from the AM2.5 were averaged into one ensemble
mean. The monthly mean of daily water and energy
budget variables over the 20-yr period from 1991 to 2010
was then evaluated, including precipitation P, evapotranspiration (ET), runoff (RO), net radiation (Rn),
latent heat (LH), and sensible heat (SH). For the regional evaluation, the gridded data were averaged over
each of the world regions defined by Giorgi and
Francisco (2000), as shown in Fig. 1.

b. Reanalysis products
The AMIP simulations of the AM2.5 water and energy
budget variables are intercompared with three global reanalysis datasets: MERRA-Land, ERA-I/Land, and CFSR
as well as the PGF/VIC reference data. It is worth noting
that, while the reanalyses and PGF/VIC data are generated
at resolutions of 18 or less, the observed information content (especially precipitation) used in these datasets can be
much coarser, particularly in data-sparse regions such as the
tropics. The MERRA-Land, ERA-I/Land, and CFSR
datasets archived monthly mean daily data from 1979
to present. The native resolution in space for the datasets is approximately 0.58 3 0.58 for CFSR, 0.58 3 0.78 for
MERRA-Land, and 0.88 for ERA-I/Land. For comparison, all three datasets were regridded (using bilinear
interpolation) to the resolution of the AM2.5 data
(0.58 3 0.58). Since all variables are on monthly mean
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FIG. 1. Map of regions used for the analysis as defined by Giorgi and Francisco (2000).

time scales, which are reasonably smooth in space, it is
adequate to use bilinear interpolation for gridding the
datasets. The NCEP CFSR is the first global reanalysis
data developed based on a coupled land–atmosphere–
ocean–sea ice system. Saha et al. (2010) described the
CFSR product in detail. In general, the CFSR land
surface analysis assimilated satellite radiances and hydrological quantities from the four-layered Noah land
surface model (Ek et al. 2003). It updated the Noah land
surface model using the Climate Prediction Center
(CPC) merged analysis of precipitation (Xie and Arkin
1997) and the CPC unified daily gauge analysis (Xie
et al. 2010) in place of the atmospheric model’s guess
forecasts. The NASA MERRA-Land showed improved
representations of hydrological cycles in global assessments (Rienecker et al. 2011). MERRA-Land was developed from MERRA, which was based on the
NASA’s Goddard Earth Observing System version 5
(GEOS-5) global climate model system (Rienecker
et al. 2008) and a catchment hydrological model (Koster
et al. 2000). MERRA-Land was generated by rerunning
the revised version land component of the GEOS-5
model with updated rainfall interception parameters
and the precipitation forcing corrected by the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) product. The
MERRA-Land data showed better accuracy than the
original MERRA estimates and was recommended for
land surface hydrological studies (Reichle et al. 2011).
ERA-I/Land was developed based on ERA-Interim,
which was produced by ECMWF with a sequential fourdimensional variational data assimilation scheme using
the forecast model and observations (Dee et al. 2011).
The forecast model used by ERA-Interim was the
ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS), which fully
coupled three components for the atmosphere, land surface, and ocean. ERA-I/Land includes parameterization

improvements in the land surface scheme with respect to
the original ERA-Interim dataset as well as bias correction of precipitation forcing. It shows better performance
than ERA-Interim in terms of land surface hydrological
simulations and is considered more suitable than the
original ERA-Interim for climate studies involving land
water resources (Balsamo et al. 2015).

c. PGF/VIC simulations
The reference dataset is from the VIC model simulations of Pan et al. (2012) forced by the PGF data
(Sheffield et al. 2006). The forcing dataset and the simulation have been updated using the latest versions of
the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) monthly temperature and precipitation datasets and the Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) monthly downward short- and
longwave radiation product. The model parameters
have also been updated via calibration based on spatially disaggregated streamflow observations (Sheffield
et al. 2009) using the sparse-grid calibration strategy of
Troy et al. (2008). The model simulations agreed well
with observations for both water budgets (Pan et al.
2012; Vinukollu et al. 2012; Sheffield and Wood 2007)
and energy budgets (Vinukollu et al. 2012). The VIC
global monthly streamflow simulation showed that the
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients mostly vary between 0.6 and 0.9 for the calibration period (1952–81)
and between 0.5 and 0.8 for the validation period (1982–
2006), except for heavily managed basins such as the
Yellow and Murray–Darling. PGF precipitation and
temperature were produced by scaling the NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis to match the CRU dataset at a
monthly time scale, so the PGF monthly precipitation
and temperature are essentially the same as the CRU
TS3.0 constructed by merging several station-based
observation datasets over global land (Mitchell and
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FIG. 2. (top) The actual values of PGF/VIC; the remaining rows show the difference between each dataset and PGF/VIC for long-term mean
water flux (mm day21) over 1991–2010. The numbers represent the mean difference in actual value (mm day21) and percentage (%).

Jones 2005; Harris et al. 2014). PGF radiation data after
1984 were produced by scaling the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis to match the NASA/GEWEX SRB satellitebased monthly downward short- and longwave radiation
product. While the PGF data are relatively uncertain in
data-sparse regions, they arguably provided the most
realistic precipitation, temperature, and radiation forcings for the VIC model. Since VIC was forced with observed P and calibrated against observed runoff, and
VIC forces water balance by model construct, ET and

RO from PGF/VIC are reasonable estimates of water
budgets. Given that, the PGF/VIC radiation forcings are
satellite observations and the water budget variables are
reasonable estimates, so by inference, the estimates of
land surface energy fluxes should be reasonable.
PGF/VIC and the three reanalyses (MERRA-Land,
ERA-I/Land, and CFSR) were used to provide complementary information for AM2.5 evaluations. This is
because errors may exist regionally in both PGF/VIC and
reanalyses due to poor observational data, insufficient
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calibration, and model structural error. However, since
these datasets are generated with different models and
forcing datasets with notable common features, an intercomparison of AM2.5 with PGF/VIC and the three
reanalyses would help us better understand the AM2.5
performance in the context of state-of-art reanalyses and
land surface model simulations.

3. Results and discussion
a. Global comparisons
1) WATER FLUXES OVER LAND
Figure 2 shows global maps of PGF/VIC and the differences between each dataset and PGF/VIC for the longterm mean of precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff
from 1991 to 2010. The numbers in each of the maps from
the second row to the last are the global average differences
in actual value and percentage. The AM2.5 precipitation
shows a global positive bias of ;0.44 mm day21 (;22% of
long-term mean precipitation) with respect to PGF/VIC.
The AM2.5 evapotranspiration has a global positive bias of
only ;0.27 mm day21 (;22% of long-term mean evapotranspiration) with respect to the PGF/VIC. The global bias
of runoff is positive ;0.15 mm day21 (;20% of long-term
mean runoff) with respect to the PGF/VIC. The spatial
performance of the AM2.5 water budget components is
different among the three reanalyses. While the long-term
mean difference in precipitation and evapotranspiration
between AM2.5 and PGF/VIC is larger than the difference
between MERRA-Land and PGF/VIC over most areas,
for runoff values for the AM2.5 estimates generally show
greater bias than ERA-I/Land but smaller bias than CFSR
and MERRA-Land.
The differences between MERRA-Land and ERA-I/
Land with PGF/VIC precipitation are reasonably less
than AM2.5 and PGF/VIC since MERRA-Land and
ERA-I/Land precipitation were bias corrected using
gridded observations. Atmospheric modeling systems
commonly involve errors in the intensity and the diurnal
cycle of precipitation, which tends to come down as
long-lasting ‘‘drizzle’’ (Dai 2006). Unsurprisingly, the
AM2.5 and CFSR also suffer from such deficiencies. The
drizzle rain leads to biased high precipitation for AM2.5
and CFSR. Much of this fine drizzle immediately evaporates from small-diameter droplets, leading to biased
high ET. The AM2.5 precipitation rates are biased
low in southern South America and biased high in the
Amazon, central Africa, and South and Southeast Asia,
likely due to the coarser resolution of the model compared to the spatial scale of convective systems in these
tropical regions.
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The runoff from MERRA-Land and CFSR are notably
low, particularly in the tropical rain forest regions with
dense vegetation cover. This may be due to the
overestimated canopy interception parameters in their
land surface models. Another remarkable feature of
water fluxes from CFSR is extremely low runoff, which is
consistent with previous studies (e.g., Yang et al. 2015).
The drizzle component of the CFSR rainfall leads to
immediate evaporation of the rainfall from droplets on
the surface, and therefore not enough of the water can
drip down through the canopy and generate runoff.
Moreover, the underestimation of CFSR runoff is likely
due to physical reasons related to the absence of lateral
flow and subsurface hydrology in the land surface models
used in CFSR. CFSR used the Noah land surface model
to simulate the land surface process. The Noah model
treated Earth as a uniform surface with no topography
and no lateral flow. However, the lateral movement of surface and sustained subsurface saturation flow is an important
source of total runoff. The second reason is related to subsurface hydrology. The model treated baseflow as a linear
function of bottom-soil-layer drainage and assumes that the
water table is shallow enough to be within the model soil
layers (Schaake et al. 1996). However, the water table elevation varies dramatically depending on several factors. The
model does not represent a water table response to storms
where the lateral redistribution of flows contributes more to
the total runoff, and likewise, does not treat capillary rise
where upward water flow becomes an important process to
charge soil moisture. Soil moisture–groundwater interactions
and related runoff production have been included in the
recent Noah multiparameterization model (Noah-MP;
Niu et al. 2011) and have demonstrated a dramatic improvement for the hydrologic simulation results (Barlage
et al. 2013). These features have not been incorporated
into CFSR yet.
Figure 3 shows the PCF/VIC water budget absolute
values and the differences of the water budget of the
AM2.5 and three reanalysis datasets from the PGF/VIC
baseline averaged across the longitudes from December to
February (DJF), from June to August (JJA), and the
complete period of record. Note that the PGF/VIC precipitation is based on the gridded observational CRU data
product. In the Northern Hemisphere above 208N, the
maximum bias of the AM2.5 precipitation is approximately 0.5 mm day21, which is mostly greater than the bias
of MERRA-Land (maximum bias: ;20.3 mm day21) and
ERA-I/Land (maximum bias: ;0.3 mm day21) but smaller
than CFSR (maximum bias: ;1 mm day21). In other regions, the AM2.5 simulation shows relatively large positive
bias with the maximum value ;2 mm day21 in the tropics
and ;4 mm day21 in the temperate zone of the Southern
Hemisphere. These AM2.5 biases are generally greater
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FIG. 3. The (first row) absolute values of PGF/VIC average water flux estimates across the latitude and the difference between each
dataset and PGF/VIC for the long-term average water flux across the latitude and (second row) DJF, (third row) JJA, and (fourth row) all
the years over 1991–2010.
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than most of the reanalyses except CFSR, which has a
maximum bias of ;5.5 mm day21 between 208 and 608S.
Like precipitation, the AM2.5 evapotranspiration bias is
comparable to the differences of the three reanalyses except for a high bias over the tropics and northern and
southern temperate zones. For runoff, the bias values of
the AM2.5 simulations are greater than MERRA-Land
and ERA-I/Land but lower than CFSR. There is a tendency to overestimate runoff near the tropics and midlatitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. There are large
discrepancies between AM2.5 and the three reanalysis
datasets in the tropics and midlatitudes of the Southern
Hemisphere. The reason for the large runoff estimation
uncertainty is likely due to the larger precipitation discrepancies among the models, the sensitivity to differences
in subsurface parameterization and vegetation parameterization among the models, and the greatest uncertainty
associated with the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC)
runoff data in those sparsely observed regions. It is worth
noting that the absolute magnitudes of the fluxes are the
largest over tropical regions and the land fraction is small
after 408S, which explains the notable biases of all the
water budget estimates over tropics and the large noise
over the temperate zone of the Southern Hemisphere.

2) ENERGY FLUXES OVER LAND
Figure 4 shows the global maps of PGF/VIC and the
differences between each dataset and PGF/VIC for the
long-term mean of net radiation, latent heat, and sensible heat over 1991–2010. The numbers in each of the
maps are the global average differences in actual value
and in percentage. With respect to the PGF/VIC, the
AM2.5 net radiation has a global negative bias of only
;1.42 W m22 (;2% of long-term mean net radiation).
The global bias of latent heat is positive ;7.8 W m22
(;22% of long-term mean latent heat). The global bias
of sensible heat from the AM2.5 is negative ;8.7 W m22
(;27% of long-term mean sensible heat). The performances of the AM2.5 energy budget components
show several spatial differences between the three
reanalyses, particularly for latent and sensible heat over
sub-Saharan Africa, South America, and South and
Southeast Asia. The long-term mean difference in net
radiation between AM2.5 and PGF/VIC is smaller than
the difference between the three reanalyses and the
PGF/VIC globally. The larger net radiation errors in the
reanalyses are likely due to the deficiencies in cloud
parameterizations in the atmospheric component of the
climate models found by previous studies (e.g., Zib et al.
2012). The AM2.5 latent heat shows more bias than
CFSR, MERRA-Land, and ERA-I/Land. Its sensible
heat shows negative bias, with the absolute value greater
than ERA-I/Land and CFSR.
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Figure 5 shows the PCF/VIC energy budget absolute
values and the differences of the energy budgets of
AM2.5 and three reanalyses from PGF/VIC, averaged
across the longitudes for DJF, JJA, and the period
of record. The incoming radiation (shortwave and
longwave) in the PGF/VIC is based on the NASA SRB
dataset, which is considered the best observational estimate available according to Raschke et al. (2006). The
AM2.5 net radiation agreed well with the PGF/VIC
dataset and the bias (with a maximum value ;30 W m22)
was comparable to the differences of the three
reanalyses with PGF/VIC. Land surface net radiation is
mainly determined by absorption, reflectance, and
emission of radiation by cloud and land cover (Bonan
2015). The AM2.5 bias in net radiation could be attributed to both cloud simulations in the atmospheric
module and the land albedo modeling in the land
module such as dynamics of snow and vegetation covers.
Figure 4 also shows that the differences in energy budget
variables are greater in the Southern Hemisphere during
DJF than in the Northern Hemisphere and conversely
smaller in the Southern Hemisphere during JJA than in
the Northern Hemisphere, due to the changes of the net
radiation magnitude. At 208N in all seasons, the latent
heat has the smallest differences compared to net radiation and sensible heat. Although the latent heat shows
general agreement among the datasets for the Northern
and Southern Hemisphere, visual inspection of the plots
shows a positive bias in the AM2.5 as well as in the three
reanalysis datasets. One factor affecting AM2.5 could be
the parameterization of vegetation cover, which affects
surface resistance and roughness length. It is also worth
noting that the AM2.5 precipitation is higher than the
PGF/VIC precipitation (Fig. 3), which likely causes a
wet surface and potentially contributes to the positive
bias in latent heat. Comparison of sensible heat from
AM2.5, PGF/VIC, and three reanalyses is shown in
Fig. 5. The AM2.5 sensible heat shows negative bias
relative to PGF/VIC, which is likely attributed to the
higher precipitation that produces higher latent heat and
thus lowers sensible heat. In addition, the positive bias in
the latent heat cancels out most of the negative bias in
sensible heat, making the net radiation in AM2.5 relatively consistent with PGF/VIC.

3) SUMMARY OF GLOBAL WATER AND ENERGY
BUDGETS

Table 1 summarizes global mean values of each surface water and energy budget variable from different
datasets, global mean RMSE of each dataset relative to
PGF/VIC, and pattern correlation of each dataset with
PGF/VIC. For the global mean values, the AM2.5 and
three reanalyses show consistently higher precipitation
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for long-term mean energy flux (W m22).

and evapotranspiration than PGF/VIC. The AM2.5
generally overestimates water budget elements. The
RMSE values of AM2.5 precipitation and evapotranspiration are smaller than CFSR but greater than
MERRA-Land and ERA-I/Land; its runoff simulation
has greater RMSE than all three reanalyses. For the
energy budget, while the AM2.5 net radiation agreed
very well with PGF/VIC, AM2.5 suffered from inappropriate partitioning of the net radiation, with the latent heat showing greater positive bias and sensible heat
showing greater negative bias than the reanalyses. Besides the mean actual values over global land, Table 1

also shows the average RMSE of each dataset over all
the grid points in global land, which reflects the average
of the accuracy at different locations over the global
land. For the water budget variables, AM2.5 mostly
shows lower RMSE values than CFSR but higher RMSE
values than MERRA-Land and ERA-I/Land. For the
energy budget, AM2.5 shows relatively low RMSE
values for net radiation and sensible heat but not for
latent heat. In general, the result for the global mean
RMSE shows different patterns with global mean
values, suggesting substantial local to regional differences of the water and energy budget variables.
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for the long-term average energy flux.
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TABLE 1. Summary of long-term mean values of each dataset, global mean RMSE of each dataset relative to PGF/VIC, and pattern
correlation of each dataset with PGF/VIC.
P
Metrics

Dataset

Global mean values

AM2.5
PGF/VIC
MERRA-Land
ERA-I/Land
CFSR
AM2.5
MERRA-Land
ERA-I/Land
CFSR
AM2.5
MERRA-Land
ERA-I/Land
CFSR

Global mean RMSE

Pattern correlation
(nondimensional)

ET

RO

Rn

(mm day21)
2.39
1.98
1.72
2.19
2.47
1.13
0.71
0.71
1.22
0.75
0.84
0.87
0.75

The pattern correlations in Table 1 were calculated by
averaging the pattern correlations for each month over
the entire 1991–2010 period. It indicates the average
similarity of the spatial patterns over time between each
dataset and PGF/VIC. For the water budget variables,
MERRA-Land and ERA-I/Land showed high pattern
correlations, followed by AM2.5 and CFSR. The energy
budget variables generally have greater pattern correlation values but smaller uncertainties than the water
budget variables. The greater pattern correlation values
and smaller uncertainties for energy budget variables
are likely due to the strong latitudinal gradients of incident shortwave radiation and meridional temperature
gradient compared to precipitation.

b. Regional intercomparisons
Figure 6 shows the differences in regional mean water
fluxes between each dataset and PGF/VIC, grouped by
botanical continent. Like the global results, the AM2.5
overestimates precipitation, evapotranspiration, and
runoff over most of the regions, but with large spatial
variations. The mean precipitation of the AM2.5 over
many tropical regions (Central America, sub-Saharan
Africa, and Asia-Tropical) showed a relatively high bias
of more than approximately 1 mm day21. Over Alaska,
the Amazon, Central America, and sub-Saharan Africa,
AM2.5 evapotranspiration and runoff show relatively
high bias of more than approximately 0.5 mm day21. For
the water budget, the biases of AM2.5 are comparable
to the differences of reanalyses with PGF/VIC in most of
the regions. In only a few regions does AM2.5 show
much higher bias than the three reanalyses, which includes Central America, sub-Saharan African, and
Southeast Asia for precipitation and the Southeast Asia
region for runoff. Figure 7 shows the differences in

1.48
1.22
1.32
1.41
1.41
0.60
0.53
0.55
0.66
0.82
0.83
0.77
0.71

LH

SH

(W m22)
0.90
0.77
0.40
0.74
0.13
0.76
0.55
0.58
0.60
0.55
0.65
0.62
0.54

67.52
69.38
83.73
78.56
76.44
18.20
21.86
20.10
19.90
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.88

42.05
34.49
37.92
41.07
39.92
17.17
15.28
15.87
18.66
0.82
0.83
0.77
0.71

23.79
32.78
45.18
33.50
33.96
22.66
25.14
22.10
24.23
0.70
0.69
0.61
0.64

regional mean energy fluxes between each dataset and
PGF/VIC, grouped by botanical continents. Like water
budget elements, the biases of AM2.5 net radiation, latent heat, and sensible heat are mostly within the range
of the difference between the three reanalyses with
PGF/VIC in most of the regions. AM2.5 only shows
higher bias than any reanalysis in the Saharan region
for net radiation; in sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast
Asia for latent heat; and in Alaska, the Mediterranean, South Africa, the Sahara, and South Asia for
sensible heat. Overall, in terms of the regional actual
mean bias, the AM2.5 shows relatively good performance representing land surface water and energy
fluxes over different regions, and the biases are
comparable to the differences of the reanalyses with
PGF/VIC.
Figure 8 summarizes the comparison of anomaly
correlations of monthly series of water and energy
budget components between each dataset and PGF/VIC
in different regions. While the AM2.5 bias relative to
PGF/VIC is comparable to CFSR, MERRA-Land, and
ERA-I/Land over many regions, in most instances, the
anomaly correlations of the three reanalyses with PGF/
VIC are greater than AM2.5, suggesting that AM2.5
simulated actual values better than temporal variabilities. In particular, the anomaly correlations of AM2.5
precipitation and runoff are considerably lower than the
three reanalyses. While the anomaly correlations of
AM2.5 evapotranspiration and latent heat are significantly lower than the three reanalyses, their differences
are not as remarkable as precipitation and runoff. The
lower temporal anomaly correlations of AM2.5 are
likely due to the ensemble mean of the AMIP members
averaging out the intrinsic variability of the land surface
fluxes. The variability that remains may be principally
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for regional mean energy flux.
FIG. 6. Difference between each dataset and PGF/VIC for the
regional mean water flux over 1991–2010. Regions are grouped by
botanical continents (see Table 2 for abbreviations).

just the SST-forced signal. As a result, the effect of the
intrinsic internal variability of the atmosphere on land
surface fluxes that is not forced by the SSTs, while captured in PGF/VIC and other reanalyses, is missing in the
AM2.5 data. For the water budget variables, MERRALand and ERA-I/Land show relatively high correlations
with PGF/VIC for both precipitation and runoff in most
of the regions. On the other hand, MERRA-Land and
ERA-I/Land show relatively lower correlations for the
energy budget variables than for the water budget variables. This result indicates the correction of precipitation forcings and land surface model parameterizations
improved the simulation of the water budget variables
more than the energy budget variables. In Table 2, we

further examine the anomaly correlations of the AM2.5
with the PGF/VIC in each of the regions. The result
shows that the anomaly correlations are the lowest in
Greenland (GRL) and north Asia (NAS), likely due to
the issues with land surface modeling of snow and albedo feedbacks to the atmosphere.

4. Concluding remarks
A primary goal of GEWEX is to improve coupled
model predictions through the evaluation of climate
models using regional-to-continental datasets. This
study contributes to this goal by evaluating the surface
water and energy budget variables from AM2.5 over
land at regional-to-global scales against PGF/VIC as
well as MERRA-Land, ERA-I/Land, and CFSR reanalysis datasets. This study also serves as an extension
to the work by Tian et al. (2016), which assessed AM2.5
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FIG. 8. Scatterplot of anomaly correlation between PGF/VIC and MERRA vs correlation between PGF/VIC and
AM2.5, PGF/VIC and CFSR vs PGF/VIC and AM2.5, and PGF/VIC and ERA-Interim vs PGF/VIC and AM2.5.
The point in the plot indicates correlations for monthly water (ET, P, and RO) and energy (Rn, LH, and SH) series
from 1991 to 2010 in each of the regions. The 1:1 line indicates that AM2.5 and reanalyses have the same similarity
to PGF/VIC.

water and energy budgets over nine major African river
basins. At the global scale, the AM2.5 precipitation,
evapotranspiration, and runoff generally agreed well with
the PGF/VIC as well as three reanalysis datasets except
near the tropics. For the energy budget, while the AM2.5
net radiation agreed very well with the PGF/VIC (comparable to the three reanalyses), the AM2.5 improperly

partitioned the net radiation, with latent heat showing
positive bias and sensible heat showing negative bias. At
the regional scale, the AM2.5 overestimated precipitation,
evapotranspiration, and runoff in most of the regions, but
with large variations between regions. The biases of the
AM2.5 water budget components are comparable to the
differences of MERRA-Land, ERA-I/Land, and CFSR
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TABLE 2. Anomaly correlations between AM2.5 and PGF/VIC in different regions, grouped by botanical continents: North America
(NAM), South America (SAM), Africa (AFR), Europe (EUR), Asia-Temperate (ATE), Asia-Tropical (ATR), and Australasia (AUS).
The regions are Alaska (ALA), Greenland (GRL), western North America (WNA), central North America (CNA), eastern North
America (ENA), Central America (CAM), Amazon Basin (AMZ), southern South America (SSA), Sahara (SAH), Western Africa
(WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF), Southern Africa (SAF), Northern Europe (NEU), Mediterranean Basin (MED), north Asia (NAS),
central Asia (CAS), Tibet (TIB), east Asia (EAS), South Asia (SAS), and Southeast Asia (SEA). An asterisk denotes that the anomaly
correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
Water and energy budget variables
Continent

Region

P

ET

RO

Rn

LH

SH

NAM

ALA
GRL
WNA
CNA
ENA
CAM
AMZ
SSA
SAH
WAF
EAF
SAF
NEU
MED
NAS
CAS
TIB
EAS
SAS
SEA
AUS

0.04
20.06
20.18
0.17*
0.05
0.31*
0.41*
0.17*
0.09
0.10
0.20*
0.10
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.15*
0.12
0.07
0.11
0.36*
0.33*

20.02
0.11
0.17*
0.08
0.25*
0.10
0.33*
0.26*
0.15*
0.17*
0.25*
0.09
0.18*
0.07
0.05
0.24*
0.17*
0.24*
0.33*
0.24*
0.47*

0.16*
0.02
0.05
0.20*
0.10
0.14*
0.29*
0.04
0.16*
0.08
0.16*
20.12
20.02
0.06
0.00
0.33*
0.03
0.11
20.04
0.30*
0.32*

0.13
0.07
0.22*
0.05
0.19*
20.08
0.12
0.03
0.10
0.08
20.05
20.02
0.17*
0.12
20.03
0.02
20.03
0.16*
20.03
0.09
20.02

20.02
0.10
0.17*
0.08
0.24*
0.11
0.33*
0.26*
0.15*
0.17*
0.25*
0.09
0.18*
0.06
0.05
0.24*
0.17*
0.24*
0.32*
0.24*
0.47*

0.26*
20.05
0.09
0.17*
0.04
0.26*
0.29*
0.14*
0.15*
0.16*
0.06
0.28*
0.04
0.25*
0.02
0.22*
0.05
0.06
20.07
0.62*
0.30*

SAM
AFR

EUR
ATE

ATR
AUS

with PGF/VIC in most regions. The regions with substantially higher bias include the regions near the tropics
(Central America, sub-Saharan Africa, and Southeast
Asia) for precipitation; sub-Saharan Africa, Amazon, and
Asia-Tropical for evapotranspiration; and Southeast Asia
for runoff. Similar to water budget components, the biases
of the AM2.5 net radiation, latent heat, and sensible heat
are generally comparable to the differences of MERRALand, ERA-I/Land, and CFSR with PGF/VIC. The
AM2.5 only shows higher bias than any reanalysis in the
Saharan region for net radiation; in sub-Saharan Africa
and Southeast Asia for latent heat; and in Alaska, the
Mediterranean, South Africa, the Sahara, and South Asia
for sensible heat. While the biases of AM2.5 are comparable to the three reanalyses, in a number of instances, the
temporal anomaly correlations of the three reanalysis
datasets with PGF/VIC are greater than the AM2.5,
suggesting that the AM2.5 represents the actual value
better than the temporal variability. This is likely due to
the ensemble mean of all the AM2.5 members averaging
out the intrinsic variability of the land surface fluxes. Errors from the AM2.5 simulations for land surface water
and energy fluxes are likely due to a combination of errors

from drizzle rainfall effects of the atmospheric model, land
surface simulations of dynamics of snow and vegetation
cover, and coupled atmospheric–ocean simulations related
to moisture advection from ocean to land. One of the
notable errors in the AM2.5 simulation is its overestimated
water budget variables near the tropics and temperate
zone in the Southern Hemisphere. The high precipitation
is most likely caused by the issues of coupled atmospheric–
ocean simulations related to ocean evaporation and
moisture transport from ocean to land near the tropics,
which also induces high evapotranspiration and high runoff over land. The improper partitioning of land net radiation is due to the overestimation of latent heat and
underestimation of sensible heat. The overestimation of
latent heat is related to the positive bias of the land precipitation and evapotranspiration, which also leads to the
underestimation of sensible heat. These biases will have
significant impacts on the model’s forecasting skill.
This work presents discrepancies in water and energy budget estimates among land surface hydrologic
model simulations, observations, reanalysis, and highresolution climate model simulations. It demonstrates
the challenge of estimating and evaluating land surface
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hydrologic fluxes at regional-to-global scales and highlights that continuing uncertainties in obtaining validated
fluxes hinders model validation. The GEWEX LandFlux
has been initiated to overcome this issue. It is an ongoing
effort aimed at developing observation-based global land
surface flux products (McCabe et al. 2016). The GEWEX
LandFlux initiative products can be used with other satellite observations to facilitate objective model land surface flux evaluations in the future.
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